
Six-axle Flatwagon with sliding tarpaulin hood and loading 
troughs for Coil transports / RandomSkin Sahimms-u 901  

  

  

  

  

Names in RW:  
   

L59 Sahimms-u 901   

  

  

 
    

  

The wagon Sahimms-u 901 is created to transport weather-sensitive sheet rolls. These 

coil transport wagons with seven loading troughs are manufactured since 1991.  

The undercarriage is a welded construction for an axle load of 22,5 tons. The wagon 

body hast wo fixed bulkheads and the sliding tarpaulin hood, which is secured by a 4-

point central locking system. The hood is made of a PVC-covered fabric tarpaulin, 

which rests on 15 tube bed boards. The load is fastened by adjustable retainer arms. 

  

  

The wagons are provided with the vR Feature RandomSkin.  

  
After placing the vehicle on the rails the outer texture changes out of four 

possible versions. 
   

All models are provided with dynamic auto numbering and red/white plate on 

the rear of the train (Zugschlusstafeln).  

  
The pack includes links for fast driving.  



Hints for the development of scenarios. 
  
It is possible to chose a particular color version of the vehicle in advance by the 

number of the wagon, in order to get a similar train combination on each start of a 

scenario. 

  
The entry of the wagon number controls the appearance. 

  
An entry must have the following format: "Skin01-12345678" if a particular color 

version shall be preset, or "12345678" if the color version shall be chosen randomly.  

  
"12345678" stands for dynamic numbering, which is provided automatically by the TS. 

  
The wagon number of course can be customized for individual purposes, but 

needs to correspond always with the certain format, which contains 8 digits. Be 

sure to check upper and lower case writing when preselecting "Skin01-" to 

"Skin04-".  

The " are not to be used. The chosen skin will be shown in the editor immediately after 

presetting (with 2 seconds delay).  

  
Possible entries are i. e.:  

  
Skin01-39942289 --> Preselection color version 1  

Skin02-39942556 --> Preselection color version 2  

Skin03-39942645 --> Preselection color version 3  

Skin04-39942701 --> Preselection color version 4  


